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Ye Tian-Shi’s Wen Re Lun

Discourse on

warm-heat disease
By Daniella Van Wart and Charles Chace

symptoms and from these the prescription can be
decided.

On macules and papules
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Whenever macules and papules begin to appear,
one must illuminate the chest, back and both rib
sides with a piece of burning paper. If the spots
are large and [evenly spread] on the skin, then
they are macules.
LGH, pp 121–126
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According to the prescription texts, if the colour of
the macules is red, then this pertains to Stomach
heat. If they are purple, then the heat is intense. If
they are black, then the Stomach is ulcerated.
LGH, p. 123

Or [if the rash appears] with faint, cloudy [raised]
heads or presents as slight granules, then they are
papules. Also, it is a favourable sign to see [some
macules or papules] but an unfavourable sign to
see many.
LGH, p. 122

However, one must also look for other attendant

However, during transition between spring and
summer, any damp disease can aggravate the
eruption of papules. Futhermore, it is important
to differentiate the colour [of the rash].

If the colour [of the papules] is pale-red, the four
extremities are unaffected, the thirst is minimal and
the pulse is neither flooding nor rapid, then these
will be either vacuity macules or yin macules.

Or, [if the patient presents with] many barely
visible [pale red ] spots on the chest, a red face
and cold feet, or [presents with] clear food
diarrhea, this means that there is exuberant yin
repelling yang in the upper [part of the body]
and appearing there, and one should administer
warming [methods].

If the macules are purple and small, there is heat
in the Pericardium.

Spots that are large and purple mean that there is
heat in the Stomach.
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The failure to evict the
pathogen through the exterior
had resulted in its retention in
the interior where it damaged
the fluids and humours.

Macules that are black and lustrous reflect a
prevalence of heat and toxins. Although this
is categorised as an untreatable condition, if
the patient’s qi and blood is sufficient then the
patient may be saved if the appropriate methods
of treatment are adopted.

If [the macules] are black and dull, [the condition]
is invariably fatal.

If [the macules] are black, indistinct and red on
the periphery, this reflects constrained fire lurking
on the inside and large doses of clearing, cooling
medicinals should be used to evict [the pathogen].
If following [treatment, the black macules] change
to red, then the condition may be salvaged.
LGH, p. 123

If the macules and papules are commingled,
then this means that there is not just one [heat]
pathogen, and each should be drained based on
its location [in the Stomach or Lungs, and its
location in construction or blood aspects].

Macules and papules are both expressions of the
pathogenic qi moving outward. Once they erupt,
the patient’s bearing should become more alert,
meaning that the exterior has resolved and the
interior has been harmonised.

Macules most often pertain to the blood, while
most papules pertain to the qi.

If [mental] clouding occurs with the eruption
of the macules and papules, this means that the
correct [qi] has not overcome the pathogen and
[the heat] has sunken inwards and is causing
harm, or that there is an internal desiccation of
stomach liquids.

On miliaria alba
LGH, pp. 126–128
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Another type [of rash] is miliaria alba, which are
small granules with a crystalline appearance. This
is damp-heat damaging the Lungs, and although
the pathogen has been vented, the qi and humors
have become desiccated. One must administer
sweet medicinals to supplement [the correct qi].

Even if the condition is not prolonged, the damage
may still reach the qi and humors causing damp
constraint in the defense aspect, resulting in an
incomplete sweat [and expressed as miliaria].
[Nevertheless,] one should rectify the pathogen
[from] the qi aspect [with the administration of
sweet, moistening medicinals].
Case history
A patient suffered from spring warmth presenting
with generalised fever that went unresolved for
six days. The retained pathogen damaged the
fluids; the tongue was crimson and the joints
were painful. Sweet, cold methods were indicated
to extinguish the pathogen.
Zhu Ye Xin (Phyllostachys avicularis Folium)
Zhi Mu (Anemarrhenae Rhizoma)
Hua Fen (Trichosanthes Radix)
Hua Shi (Talcum)
Sheng Gan Cao (uncooked Glycyrrhizae Radix )
Li Pi (Pear skin) Ð
Comment: Although Ye has identified Huang
Qin Tang (Scutellaria Decoction) as the correct
treatment for spring warm patterns, our options
for removing heat cannot be limited to single
methods such as the administration of the bitter
cold Huang Qin Tang. In the above case, the failure
to evict the pathogen through the exterior had
resulted in its retention in the interior where it
damaged the fluids and humours. Administration
of bitter cold medicinals to directly clear the
heat pathogen in this situation would inevitably
promote a further retention of the pathogen.
Also, one would then worry about [the pathogen]
transforming to dryness.
Hence, rather than using Huang Qin (Scutellariae Radix) and Bai Shao (Paeoniae Radix alba),
Ye instead used Zhi Mu (Anemarrhenae Radix)
and Hua Shi (Talcum) to clear heat, together with
Hua Fen (Trichosanthes Radix) and Zhu Ye Xin,
(Phyllostachys avicularis Folium) to both clear
heat and engender fluids. The prescription also
clears and enriches while simultaneously evicting
pathogens and illustrates the principle that there
are many methods for evicting pathogens. While
the prescription actually makes use of sweet cold
medicinals, it is most accurately understood as
employing cool moistening, evicting and resolving methods.
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When [the rash] is white and dry like bone,
the condition is far more severe, indicating an
exhaustion of the qi and humors.

If there is an absence of sweating and an aversion to
cold, the defense [aspect] is relatively overbalanced
[due to the presence of the pathogenic factor].

On [diagnosis of the] teeth

It is essential to use acrid, cool [medicinals] to
discharge the defence and to vent [the pathogen]
with diaphoresis.
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LGH, pp. 120–121

As for warm heat diseases, after one looks at the
tongue one must also examine the teeth.

If [the teeth] are the colour of withered bone, the
Kidney humours have been dessicated and [the
condition] is difficult to treat [successfully].

The teeth are the surplus of the Kidneys and the
gums are the networks of the Stomach.

Even if heat pathogens do not dry the Stomach
liquids, they will invariably harm the Kidney
humours.

If the upper [teeth] lack any moisture, water
cannot ascend in a co-ordinated manner and
[instead] Heart fire flares upward. [In this case
one must] immediately clear the [Heart] fire to
rescue the water, and one must wait until the
dessicated areas have become properly moistened
[before changing the treatment strategy].

Moreover, the blood in these two channels also
travels to these places [i.e. the teeth and gums],
so if the disease deepens and stirs the blood [the
heat pathogen] will bind to the segments of the
upper [gums].

If teeth are clenched to the point of cracking,
this is a spasmodic disease caused by damp-heat
transforming to wind.

Yang blood [from the gums] will be a purplish
color, purple like dried lacquer. Yin blood [from
the gums] will be yellowish, yellow like broad
bean sauce.1

If yang blood is present, calming the Stomach is
primary. If yin blood is present, then it is essential
to rescue the Kidney.

Although a bean [sauce] colour is indicative of a very
dangerous [condition], it can still be treated if there
are no ominous symptoms and signs. Otherwise, it
will be difficult to treat [successfully].

What then, does this mean? The yin below is
exhausted and there is an ascending reversal of
yang.

If the teeth are lustrous and dry like stones, there
is extreme Stomach heat.

However, if the teeth are simply clenched, qi
from Stomach heat travels to the networks [of the
Stomach in the mouth].

If the teeth are clenched with a pulse and a pattern
that all [signs and symptoms] are debilitated,
this is due to Stomach vacuity. A lack of proper
nutrition to nourish the interior may also [cause]
clenched teeth.

Why is this so? Because vacuity [patterns] often
[present with symptoms that appear to be]
replete.

The root of the tongue may or may not be
contracted but is hardened, and if the mandibular
joint is clenched shut and difficult to open, this
is none other than [a condition] of wind phlegm
hindering the networks that is about to become
a spasm pattern, and one should use sour
substances rubbed [on the teeth] to open [the
jaws].

Ante Babic’s
Tips for running
a successful clinic ...
Don’t let anyone else make
a patient’s appointment for
them; that gives you a 50 per
cent better chance that the
patient will actually show up.
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Riddle me this!
Answer The Lantern
riddle and win a
year’s subscription!
Half summer;
hare’s ear in sweet grass,
scoot!

The answer to the riddle in the
last issue was “the year”.
The first to give the correct answer was Sharon
Weizenbaum, who lives and
practises in Massachusetts.
She has won a year’s free subscription to The Lantern!
Be first to answer this issue’s
riddle correctly and you will
win a year’s free subscription
to The Lantern.
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Since sour flavors travel to the sinews, Wood is
used to drain Earth.

If the teeth are dirty as if caked with ash, then the
Stomach qi lacks vigor. The liquids have become
exhausted and damp turbidity is in control. [Such
a condition] is often fatal.

At the onset of disease, when fresh blood flows
from the gaps between the teeth and there is pain,
this is due to fierce surging Stomach fire.

If there is no pain, then dragon fire blazes
internally.

If the teeth are scorched but not dirty, this is fatal.
However, if the teeth are scorched and dirty then
the Kidney heat [is excessive] and the Stomach
has been plundered. [This condition] should be
lightly precipitated, or one may administer Yu Nu
Jian (Jade Maiden Decoction) to clear the Stomach
and rescue the Kidney.
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Of course, one must safeguard the fetal source at
every step, lest the correct [qi] become damaged
allowing the pathogen to sink [inward].

As for the methods [of treating] post partum
[patients], the prescription books state that one
should be cautious in one’s use of bitter cold
medicinals lest they [further] damage yin that is
already exhausted.

However, it is also essential to differentiate [the
location] of the pathogen. To resolve [pathogens]
from the upper and middle burner, one may use
small amounts [of bitter cold medicinals] based
on the symptoms without causing harm. However,
do not attack the lower burner.

On warm heat in women

For the great majority of prepartum diseases, our
ancestors used modifications of Si Wu Tang (Four
Substance [Decoction]) stating the importance
of protecting the fetus lest harm come to the
pregnancy.
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[In this case] the use of cloying blood
[supplementing] medicinals is ineffective and
[the patient] must be carefully examined, since
[the application of blood supplementers] cannot
be considered a universal remedy.

5

Female patients with warm diseases are [generally
treated] the same as males. Nevertheless, many
pre-partum and post-partum [conditions] as well
as [complications] arising from the arrival and
cessation of menstruation [require special consideration].

Email:
editors@thelantern.com.au

is resolved from [the pivotal place in which] it
resides.

In cases of extreme heat the abdomen is covered
with mud from the bottom of a well or a moist,
blue-coloured cloth containing orchid [flowers],
all with the intention of protecting [the fetus].
Still, it is also important to see that the pathogen

Moreover, those with weak constitutions should
be treated as one would treat individuals who are
weakened by pathogens. In general, do not violate
the prohibition against replenishing a repletion or
evacuating a vacuity.

In post partum situations presenting with an
agitation of blood and qi and the [potential] for
emptiness on many [levels], there is a tendency
of the pathogen to avail itself of whatever vacuity
may be present and to sink inward. The pathogen
will be contracted wherever there is a vacuity, and
such conditions are difficult to treat.

For instance, [a heat] pathogen may sink into the
blood chamber either during or after menstruation.
The Shao Yang cold damage [literature] has
already discussed this in great detail, and therefore
it requires no further attention.
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However, [the pulse in warm disease] will be rapid
and stirring, and this differs from the typical
cold damage [pulse]. In formulating Xiao Chai
Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum Formula), [Zhang
Zhong-Jing] demonstrated that for sinking heat
pathogens the use of [Ren] Shen (Ginseng Radix)
and [Da] Zao (Zizyphi Jujubae Fructus) supports
the Stomach qi, because the Chong vessel
connects with [Stomach] Yang Ming. Therefore,
this [sinking heat] and the vacuity condition are
treated simultaneously.
LGH, pp. 148, 156

If the pathogenic heat has already sunken
inward and become bound with the blood, one
should adopt Master Tao's version of Chai Hu
Tang (Bupleurum Formula) that omits Ren Shen
(Ginseng Radix) and Da Zao (Zizyphi Jujubae
Fructus), and adds Sheng Di [Huang] (Rehmanniae
Glutinosae Radix), Tao Ren (Persicae Semen),
(Shan) Zha Rou (Craetagus fructus), [Mu] Dan Pi
(Moutan Cortex) and Xi Jiao (Rhinoceri Cornu).

If the menstrual blood suddenly ceases there
will inevitably be lower abdominal fullness and
pain. If these symptoms are mild, then prick
Cycle Gate [LV-14], and if they are severe then
omit the sweet medicinals from Xiao Chai Hu
Tang (Minor Bupleurum Formula) and add Yan
Hu [Suo] (Corydalis Yanhusuo Rhizoma), [Dang]
Gui Wei (Angelicae Sinensis Radicis Extremitas)
and Tao Ren (Persicae Semen), and if there is cold
associated with the condition, then add Rou Gui
Xin (Cortex Cinnamomi). If there is qi stagnation,
then add Xiang Fu (Cyperi Rotunda, Rhizome),
Chen Pi (Citri Reticulatae, Pericarpium) and Zhi
Shi (Immaturus Citrii Aurantii, Fructus).
LGH, pp. 148, 186

of menstruation, [the diagnosis] turns on the
inevitable feeling of generalised heaviness in the
body [when there is blood stagnation and heat
and the absence of it in Yang Brightness (Yang
Ming) patterns]? The blood binding must present
feeling of heaviness in the body, which is quite
different from flexible and normal feeling in the
body caused by Yang Ming (heat)). Why is that
so?

[Stagnant blood] yin [pathogens] are characterised
by heaviness and turbidity. When the network
vessels become obstructed this causes qi
impediment on the sides [of the body] that
extends to the chest and back, which all become
contracted and paralysed (stiff or rigid). Hence,
[one should] expel the pathogen and open the
networks, in proper accord with the disease.

If [this condition] persists and becomes chronic,
there will be ascending counterflow into the
Pericardium, with pain in the chest, and this is
what Mister Tao referred to as blood binding in
the chest.

‘
’

For sinking heat pathogens
the use of Ren Shen (Ginseng
Radix) and Da Zao (Zizyphi
Jujubae Fructus) supports the
Stomach qi, because the Chong
vessel connects with [Stomach]
Yang Ming.

[Finally] Wang Hai-Zang presented Gui Zhi Hong
Hua Tang (Cinnamon Twig and Carthamus
Flower Decoction) with the additions of Hai Ge
[Ke] (Clam Shell) and Tao Ren (Persicae Semen),
which was originally based on the principle of
the simultaneous and complete resolution of the
exterior and interior above and below. [This too
treats the above condition].

In considering how skilfully these prescriptions
[have been formulated] I have therefore recorded
and presented them here in preparation for their
use by students.

Endnotes
Because manic raving is often an indicator of
heat having sunken into the blood chamber, one
should be careful to discriminate this from Yang
Ming Stomach repletion.

Why is it that when there is [a sudden] sensation

1. Spicy thick broad bean sauce.
2. In some editions, defence ( wei) is replaced by
Stomach ( wei).
3.
does not appear in the Shanghai edition.
4. The sour medicinal that is rubbed on the gums is
Wu Mei (Mume Fructus).
5. Dragon fire is Kidney fire.
6. Should be
.
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